Biometrics means life measurement, but the term is an automated method of recognizing a person based on either physiological or behavioural characteristics. The different modalities of an individual such as fingerprint, iris, face, palmprint, gait, and voice are used for personal identification. These modalities are definitely having advantages over the non-biometric methods such as personal identification number (PIN), and identification (ID) cards. The applications which most people associate with biometrics are surveillance systems, national security systems, border security and many more applications. Nowadays, due to the increase in the transaction fraud and security breaches, there is a need for highly secure systems. Some of the problems faced in the unimodal biometric authentication system are the enrolment problems because of non-universality, vulnerable to some level of spoofing, insufficient accuracy during data acquisition.
based on fingerprint and iris recognition, and the final decision was taken by using an AND operator.
Common theoretical framework for combining classifiers using sum rule, median rule, max and min rule were analyzed by Alkoot and Kittler 6 under the most restrictive assumptions and observed that sum rule outperforms other classifier combination schemes. Ross and Jain 7 presented experimental results by combining three biometric modalities (face, fingerprint, and hand geometry) and stated that the sum rule outperformed better than the decision tree and linear discriminant classifiers.
Monwar and Gavrilova 8 developed a multimodal biometric system using principal components analysis (PCA) and Fisher's linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) methods for individual matching. They compared their obtained results with the previous works with and without the rank-level fusion scores. They consolidated the ranked output of three matchers (face, ear and signature) by using the highest rank, Borda count and logistic regression methods. Conti 9 , et al. conducted experiments on their multimodal biometric system (iris and fingerprint) by performing fusion at the template level. They performed comparison against their experimental results obtained from the unimodal systems. They generated a homogenous template from the extracted normalized ROIs through a frequency-based approach. hamming distance measure was used to find the similarity degree for matching. Raghavendra 10 , et al. first estimated the statistics (such as mean and covariance) of match scores distribution using gaussian mixture model (GMM) and then sampled the match scores estimated by GMM using Monte Carlo method. Using statistical hypothesis testing on sampled scores, they decided whether the user was genuine or imposter. Al-hijaili and AbdulAziz 11 developed a multimodal biometric fusion system by normalizing the scores obtained from iris and face modality and then performed the fusion at the matching score level using weighted scores.
Candes and Donoho 12 and Candes 13 , et al. developed the curvelet transform, a pyramid of windowed ridgelets. The curvelet transformed output is obtained by first filtering and then applying a windowed ridgelet transform on each bandpass image. In Fig. 1 (a) , a grid of squares of side 2 -j by 2 -j with order 2 j squares intersects the curve. Each wavelet is localized near a corresponding square of side 2 -j by 2 -j , at j th level of the 2-D wavelet pyramid. In Fig. 1 (b) , at each length scale, a multi-scale pyramid is formed with many directions and positions, and needle-shaped elements, at fine scales. As curvelets have both variable length and width, they present highly anisotropic behaviour. Two different digital implementations are proposed in second generation curvelet transform: curvelets via wedge-wrapping and curvelets via unequally spaced fast Fourier transform (uSFFT). When compared to the first generation curvelet transforms, second generation discrete curvelet transforms are simpler, faster and less redundant and hence generally called as fast discrete curvelet transform (FDCT). Curvelets are considered superior over wavelets in optimally sparse representation of (i) objects with edges and (ii) wave propagators. Also, it is superior in the case of optimal image reconstruction in severely ill-posed problems.
In this work, the second implementation technique of FDCT i.e., curvelet via wedge-wrapping is used, which is based on the series of translation and wrapping of specially selected Fourier samples. The properties of curvelet transform such as parabolic scaling, oscillatory behaviour and the tight frame and vanishing moments provide optimal sparse representation with very high directional sensitivity.
A ridgelet is a function
is a wavelet function, a and b are scaling and translation parameters respectively, and θ is the direction parameter 15 
, the ridgelet function defined from a wavelet 1-D function ψ as ( )
where a ∈  is the scaling parameter, b ∈  is the translation parameter and θ ∈ [0, 2π] is the direction parameter. This transform obeys a parseval relation and an exact reconstruction formula. The ridgelet transform is obtained by applying 1-D wavelet transform to the slices of the Radon transform. Similarly, applying 1-D Fourier transform to the slices of the Radon transform leads to 2-D Fourier domain.
Some of the properties of digital ridgelet transform are (i) geometrically faithful, and avoids wrap-around artifacts (ii) an iterative algorithm which gives exact reconstruction from the ridgelet transform (iii) takes O(N log N) times for execution in an n x n grid, where N = n 2 is the total number of data, and (iv) takes an n x n array and expands it by a factor of 4 in creating the coefficient array.
In this paper, the three biometric traits namely iris, face and fingerprints are used. Iris, as one of the most accurate and efficient biometrics, is chosen because of its advantage of genetic independence and stability. Secondly, fingerprint, playing a major part of the security market continues to be more competitive than the others, is chosen. Finally, face is chosen, being the most natural, friendly and easy to obtain biometric, as the third biometric trait. Each biometric modality is processed (a) (b) separately with different recognition systems and the generated match scores are normalized and fused together through various fusion strategies. Based on the adaptive threshold, decision is taken whether the identity is genuine or imposter. In the iris recognition system, texture features derived from ridgelet transformed subbands are used, as proposed by Arivazhagan 17 , et al. while for fingerprint recognition, the algorithm reported in Mandal and Wu 18 is used. A modified algorithm proposed by Sekar 19 , et al., our earlier implementation technique, is used for face recognition. The proposed method is described in the later section and it has the following research highlights/contributions: (a) Analyze the recognition rate of each unimodal biometric system by extracting multi-resolution features obtained from the curvelet and ridgelet transformed outputs. (b) Perform multimodal biometric recognition using four new score level fusion strategies such as weighted min, weighted max, weighted median and weighted exponential and study their performances. (c) The final decision is made, whether to accept or reject a user, by using weighted similarity approach and adaptive thresholding technique.
ProPosed Method
The block diagram of the proposed multimodal biometric recognition system is shown in Fig. 2 . The data obtained from each modality is preprocessed, transformed using multiresolution transforms such as curvelet and ridgelet, and then features are extracted. These extracted features are compared against the stored templates to generate match scores. Genuine acceptance rate (gAR) is defined as the ratio of truly matching samples, which are matched by the system and total numbers of test samples.
All the three individual biometric traits are processed with separate recognition systems by transforming them into multiresolution domain and extracting statistical and co-occurrence multi-resolution features. The match scores produced by each system is then normalized and combined together with various score-level fusion strategies. Finally the decision is made by thresholding the score values by reducing the false alarms.
Iris recognition system
The approach described by Arivazhagan 17 , et al. is utilized here for iris recognition. The iris recognition system consists of four phases namely preprocessing, multi-resolution transform, feature extraction and matching. Preprocessing in iris recognition is generally needed in order to extract the iris region by detecting the outer boundaries of the pupil and iris in the photo of an eye. Preprocessing steps include iris localization, eyelid localization and iris normalization. The iris image is first localized by finding the approximate pupil center and any three points on the circumference of the outer pupil boundary. This process helps to localize the iris region by obtaining the outer boundaries of both pupil and iris. If eyelashes and eyelids interfere within the iris boundary, they are tackled by using horizontal ID rank filter and parabolic curve fitting. Preprocessing results for the sample iris image taken from the self-built multimodal iris database is shown in Fig. 3 . The annular region lying between the pupil and iris boundary is transformed to a rectangular image using Daugman rubber sheet model and is shown in Fig. 3 (e). 
The obtained Daugman rubber sheet output is partitioned into six regions of size 64 x 64. Ridgelet transform is applied to all the six regions and the obtained output for a single region is shown in Fig. 3 
This algorithm involves the steps such as detection of pupil and iris boundaries, picking up the region of interest for eyelash removal, and consequently the features are obtained by computing the statistical and co-occurrence values on the curvelet and ridgelet coefficients by using our earlier work as proposed by Arivazhagan 17 , et al.
Features thus generated are then matched using Manhattan distance measure (d M ). Using this recognition method, by considering 1000 images for 100 subjects (10 samples per subject) with 600 training samples and 400 test samples, the gAR achieved for CASIA-Iris-V3 Interval database 20 and the self built database is 94.25 per cent and 84 per cent respectively.
Fingerprint recognition system
The fingerprint recognition system is divided into four main parts, namely pre-processing, curvelet transform, feature extraction and matching. Pre-processing is first carried out to enhance the quality of the input fingerprint image. The steps involved in pre-processing are image normalization, orientation image estimation, frequency image estimation, gabor filtering and binarization. Normalization is performed to remove the influences of sensor noise and gray-level deformation due to finger pressure difference by means of the predefined constant mean and variance. To remove the noise and preserve the structures of true ridges/valley, gabor filter is applied as bandpass filter on the fingerprint images. Binarization is then performed by adaptive thresholding based on the local intensity mean. Preprocessing results of the fingerprint image taken from the proposed database is shown in Fig. 4 .
Each block (w x w) of the binarized image (w = 64) is transformed using curvelet transform with 3 scales and 16 orientations. Standard deviation is calculated from each and every subbands thus forming the feature vector and Euclidean distance (d E ) classifier is used for recognition. 
Face recognition system
The face recognition system designed as proposed by geng and zhou 22 is based on the global and local discriminative features. In our proposed method, global features are extracted from the whole face image by keeping the low frequency components of the Gabor transformed output. For local feature extraction, local patches for the right eye, left eye, nose and mouth are chosen and curvelet transform is separately applied to each patches. Then the low frequency components of the The patches chosen for experimentation on the input face image of the proposed database is shown in Fig. 5 (c) .
of all scores X for that matcher, and η be the corresponding normalized score.
Min-Max (MM):
It is the simplest normalization technique that normalizes the numerical range of the scores to [0, 1]. The values min(X) and max(X) specifies the end points of the score range:
Max (MX): The normalization is done by assigning min(X) equal to zero in eqn. 3 and is given by
Median-MAD (MAD): The median-median absolute deviation (MAD) is a measure of the variability of a univariate sample of quantitative data and is given by
Tanh (Th): using mean µ and standard deviationσ, the normalized score is computed as ( )
Double-sigmoid (DS): It provides a linear and nonlinear transformation of the scores in the overlapping and non-overlapping regions respectively. Here t is the reference operating point and r 1 and r 2 denote the left and right edges of the region in which the function is linear. 1 2 1 ,
z-Score (zS): It is calculated by using mean µ and standard deviation σ of the match scores, which is computed as
The genuine and imposters can be well separated in multimodal biometric system by using the score-level fusion during the matching process than feature-level and rank-level features and they are relatively easy to obtain. Consider η iris , η fp , and η face as the normalized scores with a, b and c as the weightage assigned to the iris, fingerprint and face modalities respectively.
In our implementation, the four score level fusion techniques (weighted-sum, weighted-mean, weighted-product, weighted-tanh) and four new score level (weighted-min, weighted-max, weighted-median, weighted-exponential) fusion techniques are proposed. Let m be the three modalities of our consideration and w be their corresponding weights.
Weighted-Min: Here, the minimum of the different Global and local features are combined together to form the feature vectors. The algorithm for the proposed face recognition system stated below uses the method proposed in our earlier work by Sekar 19 
score normalization and Fusion techniques
Score normalization as proposed by Latha and Thangaswamy 24 and Gan 25 , et al. is done to ensure a meaningful combination of the iris, fingerprint and face match scores. Seven score normalization techniques (min-max, max, median-MAD, tanh, double-sigmoid, and z-score) and eight fusion techniques on the normalized score (mean, min, max, sum, product, tanh, median and exponential) are tested here by assigning different weights. Let x be a raw matching score from the set A user is considered to be genuine, if the match score value after fusion is less than threshold and imposter otherwise. Threshold is chosen adaptively by collecting the minimum match score value among the wrongly classified subjects and applying them in the corresponding fusion techniques.
results and dIscussIons
Experiments are conducted for iris recognition system using CASIA-Iris-V3-Interval public database. For the fingerprint recognition system, DB1_A and DB2_A of FVC2004 public databases are used for our experimentation. using ORL public database, face recognition system is performed. Our self-built database currently consists of 125 subjects with 10 iris samples, 8 fingerprint samples and 31 face samples per subject. These three modalities are acquired from (both genders) faculties, staff members and their family members, students. These subjects belong to age group from 10 years to 55 years old. Iris images are acquired using Nikon D3100 Single Central Lighting camera model (MEC-6-SCL) with chinrest model CRCS-TTB-AF for autofocus imaging. Fingerprint images are captured using 1000 dpi hamster IV FP scanner. Left and right thumb fingers images are captured with 4 samples per finger. Face images are acquired by using Nikon D3000 camera. 31 images per subject are captured with varying postures namely 1 sample under normal lighting, 10 samples under various illumination, 10 samples based on rotations, 2 samples by left and right head tilting, 7 samples with different expressions and 1 sample with glass-weared.
To perform recognition test on our self-built multimodal database, we have considered 1000 iris images, 800 fingerprint images and 3100 face images from 100 subjects of varying age groups (10 images both left and right iris; 8 fingerprints both left and right thumb fingers; and 31 face images per subject). For each subject, six iris and face images are considered as training samples, and four images as test samples. The same technique is also applied for fingerprint database with 400 training samples and 400 testing samples images. Sample images of our database are shown in Fig. 6 .
The proposed multimodal biometric recognition system is tested with the public databases and our self built database. During the implementation of weighted fusion techniques, two different test cases are proposed with more weightage assigned to iris, next less weightage to fingerprint and least weightage to face modality. The chosen weights are based on the possibility of spoofing attacks. Since, our system aims to reduce / decrease the vulnerability of spoofing attacks, falsifying iris trait is tough when compared to fingerprint and is still tough when compared to the face modality. Hence, the iris modality is assigned with higher weight and it leads to better multimodal recognition rate. For test case 0, no weights are considered, for test case 1, the weights assumed are 0.4, 0.3, 0.3 and for test case 2, it is 0.5, 0.3, 0.2 weights for the modalities, iris, fingerprint, and face respectively. Table 1 shows the multimodal biometric recognition rate using different normalization and fusion techniques for both the public and self-built databases. Recognition rate of 98.75 per cent is achieved for product fusion, weighted-min, weighted-product and weighted-tanh fusion in the case of public databases.
For the proposed data set, recognition rate of 100 per cent is achieved for many normalization and fusion techniques. The weightage of 0.5 for iris, 0.3 for fingerprint and 0.2 for face results in better performance in an overall sense, for all fusion and normalization techniques while weighted min fusion technique out performs other fusion techniques with 100% recognition rate for all normalization techniques, as evident with Table 1 .
It is clearly observed that Gan 25 , et al. proposed a multimodal biometric fusion with face and iris biometrics by using two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (2DDCT) for feature compression and fused these two features using kernel fisher discriminant analysis (KFDA). They showed that their recognition rates were 96.67 per cent and 97.5 per cent at the feature level and score level respectively. Al-hijaili and AbdulAziz 11 performed the fusion of two features at the matching score-level by assigning weights for the scores. They produced a recognition rate of 98.75 per cent with a genuine acceptance rate (gAR) of 98 per cent at the score level. Our proposed method has provided a recognition rate of 97.5 per cent and 100 per cent at the feature level and score level respectively, with a genuine acceptance rate (gAR) of 98 per cent at the score level. Liu 26 , et al. used three biometrics namely iris, fingerprint and face with 40 subjects and obtained a recognition rate of 95.6 per cent using score level fusion by employing the gabor wavelet and the posterior union decision-based neural network (PuDBNN) while the proposed work, achieves a recognition rate of 99.38 per cent which is shown in Table 2 . gAR obtained for the self built multimodal database is 99.5 per cent. The improvement in the performance is due to the features extracted by deploying multi-resolution techniques such as curvelet and ridgelet. Also, the score-level fusion assigned with high weightage to iris biometric modality leads to better recognition rate.
conclusIon
In this paper, we propose a framework for multimodal recognition system using weighted similarity approach by extracting the multi-resolution features from the curvelet and ridgelet transformed outputs. unlike existing multimodal biometric approaches, we examine the performance of a multimodal biometric system with different score normalization techniques and fusion methods on public and self built multimodal databases. The efficacy of the proposed fusion technique, weighted min fusion, outperforms well among all the normalization techniques. It is proved that the combination of iris, fingerprint and face modalities into our proposed multimodal biometric recognition system has higher performance than each unimodal separately.
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